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Abstract--Suff ic ient conditions for the oscillation of all solutions of a damped ifference quation 
of the form 
A2yn+pnAyn+qnf(yn+l)=O, n = 0,1,2,..., 
are obtained. No sign conditions on the sequences {pn} and {qn} are assumed. Examples are inserted 
in the text to illustrate our results. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we are concerned with the oscillatory behavior of solutions of a second-order 
difference quation, with a damping term, of the form 
A2yn+pn/kyn+qnf(Yn+l)  =0,  n---- 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (1) 
where the following conditions are assumed to hold: 
(a) {Pn}, {qn} are real sequences and qn is not identically zero for infinitely many values of n; 
(b) f : ~ ~ R is continuous and x f(x) > 0 for all x ~ 0; 
(c) there exists a real valued function g such that 
f (u ) - f (v )=g(u ,v ) (u -v ) ,  for a l lu~0,  v¢0 ,  andg(u ,v )>n>0.  
By a solution of (1), we mean a real sequence {y~} satisfying (1) for n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  A so- 
lution {y~} is said to be oscillatory if it is neither eventually positive nor eventually negative. 
Otherwise, it is called nonoscillatory. 
As a special case of (1), we have the equation 
A2 Y,~ + qn+l f(Y~+l) = 0, (2) 
which has been studied extensively during the past several years (see, for example, [1]). For 
results regarding oscillation of (2) under the assumption that either qn >_ 0 or q~ _< 0 eventually, 
we refer to the work of Hooker and Patula [2], and Kulenovic and Buduncevic [3]. Recent results 
regarding oscillation of [2], without any sign restriction on {p~} and {q~}, can be found in [4-6]. 
Some oscillation criteria for (1) under sign conditions on {qn} have been discussed in [7-10]. 
The objective of this paper is to present oscillation criteria for (1) without explicit sign as- 
sumptions on {Pn} and {qn}. The motivation for this work came from the results in [11]. 
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2. MAIN  RESULTS 
In the sequel, we need the following lemma which is given in [5]. 
LEMMA. Let K(n,  s, y) be defined on N x N x R +, N = {0, 1, 2,. . .  }, R + = [0, oo), such that 
for fixed n and s, the function K is nondecreasing in y. Let {h~} be a given sequence and the 
sequences {Yn} and {Zn} be defined on N satisfying, for all n c N, 
n--1 




z~ = hn + E K(n,s ,  zs), 
s=0 
respectively. Then, z~ < Yn for all n E N. 
Now, we present our main results. 
THEOREM 1. In addition to (a), (b), and (c), assume that 
(n + 1)pn _< 1, for all sufficiently large n; (3) 
oo  
E (n + 1)p~ < oc; (4) 
f (x)  < oo, - -  for e - -  co f (x )  > -o0, > 0; (5) 
oo  
(~ + 1) q~+l = ~.  (6) 
Then, every solution of (1) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. To the contrary, let {y~} be a nonoscillatory solution of (1) which we may (and do) as- 
sume to be eventually positive, i.e., yn > 0 for all n > M-  1. Multiplying (1) by 
(n + 1) / ( f (ynn + 1)) and summing from M to n - 1, we obtain 
n Ay,~ 
f(y~) 
n-1 n-1 Ay_______L_s sg(ys,ys+l)(Ays) 2 
E f(Ys+l) ~- E f(Ys) f(Ys+l) s=M s=M 
n-1 (s+ l )pnAy  s n-1 
+ E + E (s+ l )qs+l -  




Using Schwartz's inequality, we have 
(~  )2 n_l (s + 1)(Ays) 2 ( s+ l )pnAy8 <K 2 
\s=M f(Ys+l) -- 8=ME f2(y8+l) 
(8) 
where K 2 = EnC°=M (n + 1) p2n, K > 0. Now, we use (c) and (8) in (7) to get 
nAyn n-1 Ay~ 
f(Y~) ~--'M f(y~+~) 
~ + L  E s (A Y8)2 (s + 1)(AY8)2 
f(~) f(y~+~) K s=M \s=M f2(Ys+l) 
n-1 MAy M 
+ E (S Jr- 1)qs+l < - -  
s=M -- f (YM)"  
(9) 
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Note that  
n-I s(Ays) 2 (~ (s+ l)(Ays)2~ 1/2 
remains bounded below as n --* co. Thus, taking (5) and (6) into account, we observe from (9) 
that  n A y~ 
f ( Yn ) , -co, as n ---* co. 
Hence, there exists an integer M1 _> M such that  
A Yn < 0, for n > M1. (10) 
We rewrite (7) as 
n- -1  M: - I  nAy n sg(ys,ys+l)(Ays) 2 MAyM (1 -- (s + 1)p,)A ys 
s(yn---7 + ~ s(y~) s(y~+:) - s(w---Y + ~ S(W+l) 8=M 1 s=M 
M1 - 1 n-1 ( l _ ( s+ l )ps )Ay  s sg(ys,ys+l)(Ays) 2 .-1 
+ Z - Z - (s + 1)q.÷i, f(Ya+l) f(Ys) f(Ys+l) s=M:  s=M s=M 
and use (3), (6), and (10) to find an integer M2, M2 _> MI ,  such that  
n-1  
nAyn sg(Y~'Ys+I)(Ays)2 <-m,  
f(Yn---'-'~ + ~ f(Ys) f(Ys+l) 8=M 1 
where m is a positive constant. Hence, 
n-1  
~. >_ m f(w) + ~,  
where w~ = -n  A Yn. Define 
f(Yn) g(Ys, Ys+:) (-AYe) 
f(V~)/(V~+:) ~ '  
K(n, s, z) = f(Yn) g(Ys, Ys+t) (-A Ys) z 
/(Y~)/(Ys+I) 
for n > M2 and z E R +. 
Applying the lemma, we obtain 
where vn satisfies 
n>M2, 
n>M2, 
Note that  K(n, s, z) is nondecreasing in z for each fixed n and s. 
0tin ~_~ /2 n 
~ f(Yn) g(Ys, Ys+:) (--A Ys) (11) 
8=M2 
provided that  vs E R + for all s > 3//2. Dividing (11) first by f(yn) and then applying the 
difference operator  A, it is easy to verify that  A vn -- 0. Therefore, 
Wn >_ vn = M2 = m f(yM2), for n > /1//2. 
Thus, 
Ayn < --rnf(yM2), for n _> M2. 
n 
Summing the last inequality from M2 to n - 1, we have 
n- -1  
Yn < YM2 -- m f(yM2) ~ 1 
8 
8=M2 
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which yields a contradiction to the fact Yn is eventually positive. The proof is similar for the case 
when Yn is eventually negative. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
It is easy to see that when Pn - O, the assumption (c) can be replaced by a weaker one, 
namely (c~), and there exists a nonnegative r al valued function g such that 
f (u )  - f (v )  = g(u, v) (u - v), for all u, v # 0. 
We state the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions (a), (b), (c), (5), and (6), all solutions of (2) axe oscilla- 
tory. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the difference quation 
2(n + 1) 2 - ( - i )  n 2 
(-1)n AYn + (Yn+l + Yn+l) = O, n > 1. (E l )  A2 Yn + (n + 1) ~ (n + 1) 2 
All the assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, and hence, every solution of (El) is oscillatory. 
One such solution of (El) is {Yn} = {(-1)~}. 
Our next result follows from Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. In addition to (a), (b), (c) , (3), and (6), assume that 
oo 
E ((n + 1)p,~ - 1) 2 < oo. (12) 
n 
Then, every solution of  (1) oscillates. 
PROOF. We proceed as in the proof for Theorem 1 and obtain (7). Then, we use Schwaxtz's 
inequality to get 
[~ 2 n--1 
( ( s+I )pn- -1 )Ay  n K 2 s(A Ys)2 
,8 : .  < 8_-.E 
where K 2 = ~n°°__M ((n + 1)p, -- 1) 2/n. Hence, an inequality similar to (9) holds. The rest of 
the proof follows that of Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLE 2. The conclusion of Theorem 2 can be used to show that all the solutions of the 
difference quation 
1 A+#(-1)  n 
A2 Yr~ + ~-'-~ Ayn+ (n+ 1)2 
are oscillatory if A > 0. 
Now, we establish another oscillation criterion for (1). 
THEOREM 3. 
such that 
Yn+l --=- 0 (E2) 
Let (a), (b), and (c) hold. Further, suppose there exists a constant a, 0 <_ a < 1, 
Pn _< (n + 1) -----------5' for sufficiently large n; (13) 
oo 
E (n + 1)~p 2 > co; (14) 
and 
oo 
1 = (15) E(  n-I- ) qn+l 00. 
Then, all solutions of (1) are oscillatory. 
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PROOf. Let {y~} be a nonoscillatory solution of (1), which, as before, we assume to be such that 
Yn > 0 for n _> M >_ 0. From (1), we have 
n ~ A Yn 
f(w) 
n-1 
n--1 A(BC~)Ay  s sag(ys ,ys+l ) (Ays )  2 
s=M s=M 
n-1 (s+ l )apnAy s n- I  MaAy M 
+ + Z (s+ 1)°q ÷l :f(w+~) I(YM) s :M s=M 
(16) 
Now, we use Schwartz's inequality to obtain 
[~  A(sCz)~_yn.] 2 n--1 (s_+_Z)a( iys)  2 
s:M f(y~÷l) ] --- K~ ~:.Z f2(ys÷l) 
and 
[y  ]2 n_l ( s+ l )a (Ays)  2 
(s + 1)apnAyn < K2 E 
Ls=M f(Y~+l) -- s=M f2(ys+l) 
= = o0 l~a_2 here K1 > 0, where K 2 ~-~=M (A(n" ) )2 / (  n + 1) a < oc and K 2 En=M (n + , vn, 
t(2 > 0, 0 _< o~ < 1. In view of these inequalities, (16) becomes 
n ~ A Yn 
f(y~) 
(s 1)a (Ays) 2 + 
(K1 + K2)]~_.~ 
Ls=M f2(ys+l) 
n-  1 M e A YM 
+ (s + 1) 6 q ÷l < 
,=~ - f (vM)  
½ ~-1 s~ (Aye) 2 
+ n E f(Ys) f(Ys+l) 
s=M (17) 
Proceeding as in the proof for Theorem 1, we find that {Aye} is eventually negative and that 
there exists an integer M2 _> M1 _> M such that 
-n  ~ A Yn 
f(w) 
n-1 sag(ys ,ys+l ) (Ays )  2 
> m + E f(Ys) f(Ys+l) ' for n >/1//2. (18) 
s= M2 
Once again, we proceed as in the proof for Theorem 1 and arrive at the conclusion that limn--,o¢ 
Yn : -oo, which is a contradiction. Thus, the proof of the theorem is complete. 
The following corollary follows from Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 2. Let (a), (b), and (c) be satisfied. I f  
oo  
Z (n + 1) ° q~÷l = o¢, for somea, 0_<a<l ,  
then, a11 solutions of (2) are oscillatory. 
The following example is illustrative. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the difference quation 
( -1p  ( -1p  
A2yn + ~ Ay  n + 2(n + 1) (n + 1)1/2 (2-- (-1) n) Yn = O, n > 2. 
With a = 1/2, all the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are satisfied. Thus, (E3) is oscillatory. 
(E3) 
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